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<100nm...A Giant Leap for Mankind?

Moore's Law is predicted to continue its relentless pace for the next 15 or so years. By a series of small steps we have 100Mtr of ASIC capacity available today, and will have more than 1 billion within the next five years. The product opportunities presented by this opportunity will change our lives ... However with every new opportunity come some new challenges. Rapidly escalating mask charges and wafer fabrication costs will cause the shape of the semiconductor industry to change. The shake down of lead players focused on wafer foundry and others focused on IP building blocks will continue. The approach to total system design will need to change with verification and validation becoming the biggest bottlenecks.

Design, long considered as a negligible amortized cost, has started to compete with fabrication costs! But whilst fabrication costs are rising as a square law, design costs are rising with at least a cubic law! For an industry where FAB costs have dominated, this shift of emphasis over the next few years will shake the foundations of our entire industry. What giant leap is required, how will the global landscape alter, what are the emerging applications and can we take advantage of all those available transistors?
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